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Subject to a compressive membrane stress, an elastic film bonded on a substrate can
become unstable, forming wrinkles, creases or delaminated buckles. Further increasing
the compressive stress can induce advanced modes of instabilities including perioddoubles, folds, localized ridges, delamination, and coexistent instabilities. While various
instabilities in film-substrate systems under compression have been analyzed separately,
a systematic and quantitative understanding of these instabilities is still elusive. Here we
present a joint experimental and theoretical study to systematically explore the instabilities in elastic film-substrate systems under uniaxial compression. We use the Maxwell
stability criterion to analyze the occurrence and evolution of instabilities analogous to
phase transitions in thermodynamic systems. We show that the moduli of the film and the
substrate, the film-substrate adhesion strength, the film thickness, and the prestretch in
the substrate determine various modes of instabilities. Defects in the film-substrate system
can facilitate it to overcome energy barriers during occurrence and evolution of instabilities. We provide a set of phase diagrams to predict both initial and advanced modes of
instabilities in compressed film-substrate systems. The phase diagrams can be used to
guide the design of film-substrate systems to achieve desired modes of instabilities.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4025828]

Introduction

Thin films bonded on thick substrates appear in diverse biological and engineering systems, with examples ranging from skins on
animals and fruits to coatings on various engineering objects.
Compressive membrane stresses can be frequently induced in
films bonded on substrates due to various reasons, such as growth
and swelling of the films [1–7], thermal expansion mismatch
between the films and the substrates [8–12], ion irradiation treatment [13,14], electric fields applied on the films [15–17], relaxation of prestretches in the substrates [18–23], and mechanical
compression on the substrates [24–27]. As the compressive
stresses in the films reach critical values, the homogeneous deformation of the film-substrate systems becomes unstable, switching
into states of inhomogeneous deformation with nonflat configurations of the films.
In recent decades, extensive experimental and theoretical studies have reported various modes of instabilities in film-substrate
systems, including wrinkling, creasing, delaminated buckling,
period-doubling, localized ridges, folds, and hierarchical wrinkling and crumpling [14,24,26,28–33]. The coexistence and coevolution of wrinkling and delaminated buckling have also been
observed and analyzed [10,34,35]. Despite the extensive works
and substantial results in this field, a systematic and quantitative
understanding of various modes of instabilities in film-substrate
systems is still elusive. Previous experiments usually use specific
materials (e.g., metals on polymers) to construct the film-substrate
systems, which restrict systematic variation of the film and substrate’s mechanical properties to achieve various modes of instabilities. Similarly, previous theoretical studies rarely analyze
various modes of instabilities together in systematic approaches.
However, a general and quantitative understanding of various
instabilities in film-substrate systems is of fundamental importance to the physics and mechanics of solids. In addition, such a
systematic understanding will rationally guide the applications of
instabilities in various modern technologies, such as flexible
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electronics [36,37] and biomedical devices [5,38]. Recently, Cao
and Hutchinson theoretically analyzed wrinkling, creasing,
period-doubling, folding, and localized ridges together, without
considering delaminated buckling or coexistent instabilities [29].
In the current paper, we present a combined experimental and
theoretical study on multiple modes of instabilities in elastic filmsubstrate systems under uniaxial compression. In the experiment,
we use polymers to construct the film and the substrate, and systematically vary moduli of the polymers, adhesion strength
between film and substrate, film thickness, and prestretch in the
substrate (Fig. 1). Consequently, our experiment demonstrates a
systematic set of instabilities: (i) If the film is well-bonded on the
substrate and much more rigid than the substrate, the system first
gives the wrinkling instability. (ii) If the film is well-bonded on
the substrate but has a lower or slightly higher modulus than the
substrate, the creasing instability can first set in. (iii) If the bonding between the film and substrate is relatively weak, the film
tends to delaminate from the substrate, giving the delaminated
buckling instability. (iv) Further compressing the film-substrate
system can induce advanced modes of instabilities including
period-doubles, localized ridges, folds, delamination, and coexistence of instabilities.
To systematically and quantitatively account for various modes
of instabilities, we regard the elastic film and substrate as a thermodynamic system and calculate the potential energies of various
configurations of the system observed in the experiments. The
potential energies will evolve with the applied compressive strain
(Fig. 2). We then adopt the Maxwell stability criterion [39–42],
and regard the configuration with the global minimum of potential
energy as the current state of the system under an applied compressive strain. The Maxwell stability criterion is commonly used
for analyzing phase transitions in thermodynamic systems, where
underlying fluctuations are assumed to be able to shake the systems
out of local potential-energy minima to seek a global minimum.
The same principle has also been used to analyze instabilities and
co-existence of states in structures and materials [39,43–47]. In
order for thermodynamic systems to switch between different
states, energy barriers sometimes need to be overcome.
A combination of our experiment and theory shows that the
moduli of the film and the substrate, the film-substrate adhesion
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the experimental procedure to
observe various modes of instabilities in film-substrate systems under uniaxial compression

Experimental

Two types of silicone elastomers, Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning,
USA) and Ecoflex 0010 (Smooth-on, Easton, PA), were used to
construct the film and the substrate, respectively. The Sylgard was
spin-casted into thin films with thickness ranging from 21 to
583 lm by varying the spinning speed from 5000 to 100 rpm.
The Ecoflex was casted into thick substrates with thickness over
5 mm, so that the substrates are much thicker than the films in the
experiments. The shear modulus of Ecoflex was measured to be
10.4 kPa, and the shear modulus of Sylgard was varied from 6.7 to
155 kPa by changing its crosslinker concentration (Fig. 13)
[16–19]. The shear moduli of the polymers were measured by fitting stress versus strain data from uniaxial tensile tests to the neoHookean law.
As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the long edges of a rectangular Ecoflex substrate were clamped on two grips of a uniaxial stretcher.
The long edges of the substrate were set to be much longer than
its short edges, so that the substrate can be uniaxially prestretched
to a prescribed ratio, kp. The Sylgard film was then carefully
attached on the prestretched substrate by uniformly pressing it on
the substrate with two rigid plates (Fig. 1(b)). For relatively thick
films, a very thin layer of uncured Ecoflex can also be smeared on
the substrate prior to attaching the films. Once cured, the thin Ecoflex layer can enhance the adhesion between film and substrate
without affecting instabilities of the system. Thereafter, the prestretched substrate was gradually relaxed with a strain rate around
1  103 s1 , while the occurrence and evolution of instabilities
were observed with two microscope lenses viewing at different
angles (Fig. 1(c)). For cases with unprestretched substrates, the
film-substrate system was attached to another thick layer of Ecoflex that had been uniaxially prestretched. Relaxation of the prestretched bottom layer induced compression in the film-substrate
system.
The adhesion energy between the film and the substrate was
measured with the peeling test (Fig. 3) [48,49]. A strip of Sylgard
film with width b was carefully attached on a prestretched Ecoflex
substrate by uniformly pressing it on the substrate with two rigid
plates. After 30 min at room temperature, a force F was applied to
the Sylgard film to peel off the substrate along the prestretch
direction with an angle h at a low peeling rate 1  104 ms1 . The
adhesion energy was calculated by C ¼ ðF=bÞð1  cos h þ e=2Þ,
where e is the strain in the detached section of the Sylgard film
[48]. The adhesion energy between Sylgard film and Ecoflex substrate decreases with the increase of film modulus, but only
slightly varies with the prestretch in the substrate. In practical
experiments, the adhesion strength between the film and the substrate can be controlled by varying moduli of the film and substrate (e.g., Fig. 3) or by applying adhesives between them.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the evolution of a filmsubstrate system’s potential energy with the applied compressive strain and the transition of states

strength, the film thickness, and the prestretch in the substrate
determine occurrence and evolution of various instabilities.
Defects in the film-substrate systems can facilitate them to exceed
the energy barriers during state transition. We further provide
quantitative phase diagrams to predict both initial and advanced
modes of the instabilities.
051004-2 / Vol. 81, MAY 2014

Fig. 3 The adhesion energy between Sylgard films and prestretched Ecoflex substrates
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Potential Energy and Maxwell Stability Criterion

Both the film and the substrate are taken to be incompressible
neo-Hookean materials with shear moduli, lf and ls , respectively.
The neo-Hookean law applies to the Ecoflex substrate under uniaxial stretch up to 2.5 [15,50], and also applies to Sylgard films
under uniaxial stretch up to 2.2 (Fig. 13 in the Appendix). At
undeformed states, the film has a length L and thickness Hf , and
the substrate has a length L=kp and thickness HS kp , where
HS  Hf (Fig. 4(a)). The substrate is prestretched uniaxially by a
stretch of kp along the length direction, and then bonded to the
film. We take the prestretched-bonded state (Fig. 4(b)) to be the
reference state of the system. Thereafter, a uniaxial compressive
strain e is applied to the film-substrate system, which reduces the
length of system by DL, so that the applied compressive strain is
e ¼ DL=L (Fig. 4(c)). Throughout the whole process, the width of
the film and the substrate is maintained to be unit to give planestrain deformation. Therefore, the potential energy of the filmsubstrate system at the current state can be expressed as
P ¼ Uf þ Us þ CD

(1)

where Uf and Us are the elastic energies of the film and the substrate, respectively, C the film-substrate adhesion energy per unit
area at the reference state, and D is the length of the current
delaminated region at the reference state. Since our experiments
are carried out in air, the surface energies of the polymers have
been neglected due to their small values and negligible effect in
the current system [19].

We denote the potential energy of the system at an initial equilibrium state as P0 (e.g., the homogenous state). As the applied
compressive strain reaches a critical value eci , the system transits
into a new state, i, with potential energy Pi . Both P0 and Pi can
be calculated with Eq. (1) numerically or analytically, and the
potential energy difference is
DPi ¼ Pi  P0

(2)

According to the Maxwell stability criterion, transition between
the two states requires (i) P0 represents a global minimum
of potential energy of the system at eci , (ii)
 the
 new state, i,
satisfies
conditions, (iii) DPi eci ¼ 0, and (iv)
 c equilibrium

DPi ei þ de < 0, where de is an infinitesimal increment of the
applied strain.
Depending on the prestretch in the substrate, a film-substrate
system’s potential energy may decrease or increase with the
applied compressive strain. Without loss of generality, Fig. 2
schematically illustrates the evolution of a film-substrate system’s
potential energy with applied strain and the transition of states.
When the applied strain is relatively low, the flat state of the filmsubstrate system gives the global minimum of potential energy.
As the applied strain reaches a critical value ecA , the potential
energy of a new state A becomes equal to that of the flat state, and
the system transits into state A. We define the new states switched
from the flat state as the initial modes of instabilities. It is noted
that, at a higher applied strain ecB , the potential energies of state B
and the flat state are also equal to each other. However, since the
potential energy of the flat state is no longer a global minimum at
ecB , the system will have transited into state A before ecB is reached.
After the system transits into state A, the applied compressive
strain can be further increased (Fig. 2). As the applied strain
reaches another critical value ecC , the potential energy of a new
state C becomes equal to that of state A, so that the system transits
into state C. We define the new states switched from a nonflat
state as the advanced modes of instabilities. During the transition
of states, the system sometimes needs to exceed certain energy
barriers, which will also be discussed in the following sections.

4

Initial Modes of Instabilities

Our experiments have shown that the homogeneous deformation of flat film-substrate systems can transit into at least three initial modes of instabilities: wrinkling, creasing, and delaminated
buckling (Fig. 4). The potential energy of the film-substrate system at the flat state is
i
1 h
P0 ¼ lf ð1  eÞ2 þð1  eÞ2 2 Hf L
2
i
1 h
þ ls ð1  eÞ2 k2p þ ð1  eÞ2 k2
p  2 Hs L
2

(3)

The potential energy of the flat state will be compared to those of
various initial modes of instabilities (Fig. 4) to determine the
occurrence of these instabilities. Considering Eqs. (1) and (3) and
Hs  Hf , we can express the critical strains for various modes of
instabilities by dimensional arguments as


lf C
(4)
ec ¼ ec
;
; kp
l s l s Hf

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of a film-substrate system under
plane-strain deformation (a-c), and the three initial modes of
instabilities (d-f). Optical microscopic images of the wrinkling
(g, top view; h, side view), creasing (i, top view; j, side view),
and delaminated buckling (k, top view; l, side view) instabilities.
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Based on the Maxwell stability criterion, the critical strains for
various modes of instabilities can be calculated together with
other characters of the instabilities, such as wavelengths of wrinkles and delaminated lengths of buckles.
Wrinkling. Following Cao and Hutchinson [29], we perform
linear stability analysis on a film-substrate system with a prestretched substrate to calculate the critical strain for wrinkling,
MAY 2014, Vol. 81 / 051004-3
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Fig. 5 A finite-element model for calculating the elastic energy of a film-substrate
system at the delaminated buckled state (a). The calculated elastic (b) and potential
(c) energy difference between the delaminated buckled and flat states as functions
of the applied compressive strain and delaminated length. The calculated energy
barrier for the transition from flat to delaminated buckled states (d). Optical microscopic images of the initiation and propagation of a delaminated buckle in a filmsubstrate system under compression (e). The delaminated buckle initiates at
defects on the film-substrate interface as indicated by an arrow.

ecwrinkle . The linear stability analysis guarantees that the wrinkled
state satisfies equilibrium condition. Since the amplitude of wrinkles is infinitesimal at ecwrinkle , the potential energies of flat and
wrinkled states are the same during state transition, i.e.,
DPwrinkle ¼ 0. This is validated by the finite element calculation
as shown in Fig. 14(a) in the Appendix. The theoretical predictions of ecwrinkle [29] for various values of lf =ls and kp are plotted
in Fig. 14(b) in the Appendix. It can be seen that ecwrinkle is a monotonic decreasing function of lf =ls . The maximum value of ecwrinkle
is around 0.465 for lf =ls ¼ 1 and kp ¼ 1, consistent with Biot’s
[51] and recently Cao and Hutchinson’s [29] analyses. In addition,
for large values of moduli ratio (e.g., lf =ls > 10), the critical
strain can be approximated as [29,52]
ecwrinkle ¼

1
3l
K s
4
lf

!2=3
(5)



where K ¼ 1 þ k2p accounts for the effect of the uniaxial prestretch in the substrate.
The above analysis for wrinkling instability, however, does not
guarantee that the flat state has a global minimum of potential
energy at ecwrinkle . Since the system may have transited into other
modes of instabilities before ecwrinkle is reached, we need to compare ecwrinkle with the critical strains of other initial modes of instabilities (Fig. 2).
Creasing. While the creasing instability occurs at localized
locations on the surface of the film, the strain around the crease is
051004-4 / Vol. 81, MAY 2014

nevertheless finite [53–55]. Therefore, the linear stability analysis
which assumes small deformation is not adequate to analyze the
critical strain for creasing instability. By using finite element
method, Hong et al. [55] and Wong et al. [56] predeformed a
crease of size a on the surface of the film by applying a perpendicular line force F. At the initiation of the crease, a  Hf , and thus
the homogeneous deformation of the substrate is not perturbed. At
a critical strain eccrease  0:35, both potential energy difference
DPcrease and F reach zero, indicating the creased state has the
same potential energy as the flat state and the creased state satisfies the equilibrium condition. In addition, since the crease size a
can be set to be infinitesimal in the above analysis, there is no
energy barrier for the transition between flat and creased states,
given that the surface energy of the film is negligible. In cases
where the surface energy of the film is significant, the system
needs to overcome an energy barrier for crease initiation [19,57].
As a result, the critical strain for creasing instability may be sensitive to imperfections on the surface of the film due to surfaceenergy effect of the film [19,57].
Delaminated Buckling. The transition from flat to delaminated
buckled states reduces the film-substrate system’s elastic energy,
but increases its adhesion energy. The potential energy difference
between the delaminated buckled and flat states can be expressed
as
DPbuckle ¼ DUbuckle þ CD

(6)

where DUbuckle is the elastic energy difference between the
delaminated buckled and flat states, and D is the length of
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 The calculated critical strains (a) and phase diagram (b)
of the initial modes of instabilities in film-substrate systems
with kp ¼ 1

Fig. 7 The calculated phase diagrams of the initial modes of
instabilities in film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 2 (a) and kp ¼ 3
(b), respectively. Comparison of the experimentally observed
instabilities and the calculated phase diagram of instabilities in
a film-substrate system with kp ¼ 2 is plotted in (a).

Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of advanced modes of instabilities transited from the
wrinkling instability in a film-substrate system with kp ¼ 1 (a-d). Optical microscopic images of the double-doubling (e), folding (f), and delaminated buckling (g)
instabilities in film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 1.
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Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of advanced modes of instabilities transited from the
wrinkling instability in a film-substrate system with kp ¼ 2 (a-c). Optical microscopic images of the localized ridge (d) and delaminated buckling instabilities (e)
in film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 2.

the delaminated region at the reference state. According to the
Maxwell stability criterion, the transition between flat and delaminated buckled states requires
DPbuckle ¼ 0

(7)

@DPbuckle
¼0
@D

(8)

Solving Eqs. (7) and (8) give the critical strain ecbuckle and the
corresponding delaminated length Dcbuckle . As illustrated in Fig.
5(a), we construct a finite-element model to calculate the elastic
energy of the delaminated buckled state under various compressive strain e and delaminated length D. The length of the filmsubstrate system L is set to be much larger than D. Due to symmetry, only a half of the system needs to be calculated (Fig. 5(a)). A
small force perturbation is introduced at the topmost node of the
buckling region to trigger the buckling without affecting the
potential energy of the system [18,34]. It is noticed that the finiteelement model sometimes can give other instabilities under certain applied strain, which indicates delaminated buckling is not
the current mode of instability. In order to calculate the potential
energies of delaminated buckled states under various applied
strains, we deliberately suppress other modes of instabilities in the
model. However, if the deliberate suppression is required for any
critical strain ecbuckle , our theory predicts that other modes of instabilities will occur before delaminated buckling.
From Fig. 5(b), it can be seen that DUbuckle is zero at relatively
low values of D=Hf , where the film delaminates but cannot buckle
out [58,59]. At relatively large values of D=Hf , the delaminated
film buckles out, significantly reducing the system’s elastic
energy. In Fig. 5(c), we plot DPbuckle as functions of D=Hf for
various values of the applied compressive strain. For instance,
when C=ðls Hf Þ ¼ 0:44, lf =ls ¼ 2, and kp ¼ 1, Eqs. (7) and (8)
051004-6 / Vol. 81, MAY 2014

are satisfied at ecbuckle ¼ 0:28 with corresponding Dcbuckle
¼ 10:2Hf .
As shown in Fig. 5(c), the film-substrate system indeed needs
to overcome an energy barrier for the transition from flat to
delaminated buckled states. The energy barrier BBuckle has been
calculated for various values of C=ðls Hf Þ and lf =ls (Fig. 5(d)). It
can be seen that the energy barriers are mostly lower than ls Hf2 .
As shown in Fig. 5(e), defects on the film-substrate interface (e.g.,
air bubble and initial delamination) can greatly facilitate the
system to overcome the energy barriers. Once a delaminatedbuckled region is initiated, it will propagate throughout the
sample with a constant delaminated length Dcbuckle . The transition
is analogous to the coexistence of states in structures and
materials [39,43,44,47].

Phase Diagram of Initial Modes of Instabilities. The flat
state of the film-substrate system can bifurcate into a mode
of wrinkling, creasing or delaminated buckling instability,
depending on which mode has the lowest critical strain (Fig.
2). Based on above analyses, we construct a phase diagram
for the initial modes of instabilities using lf =ls , C=ðls Hf Þ,
and kp as variables that characterize the film-substrate
system.
In Fig. 6(a), we plot the calculated critical strains of various initial modes of instabilities in film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 1. It
can be seen that both ecwrinkle and ecbuckle are decreasing functions of
lf =ls , but eccrease is a constant, 0.35. Furthermore, for the same
value of lf =ls , the function ecbuckle increases with C=ðls Hf Þ. The
intersections of curves in Fig. 6(a) provide the phase boundaries
for the initial modes of instabilities in film-substrate systems with
kp ¼ 1. From the phase diagram (Fig. 6(b)), it is obvious that relatively high values of C=ðls Hf Þ and lf =ls give wrinkling, high
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 A finite-element model for calculating the elastic
energy of the delaminated buckled state transited from the wrinkled state (a). The calculated potential energy difference
between the delaminated buckled and the corresponding wrinkled states as functions of the applied compressive strain and
delaminated length (b). The calculated critical strain for the
delaminated buckling instability transited from the wrinkling
instability (c). It is higher than the critical strain for wrinkling
instability.

C=ðls Hf Þ but low lf =ls induces creasing, and low C=ðls Hf Þ leads
to delaminated buckling. This trend is consistent with our experimental observations (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the triple-point for the
three modes of initial instabilities lies at C=ðls Hf Þ ¼ 0:77 and
lf =ls ¼ 1:54.
In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we further plot the calculated phase diagrams for initial modes of instabilities in film-substrate systems
with kp ¼ 2 and 3, respectively. It can be seen that the prestretch
in the substrate does not change the qualitative structure of the
phase diagram, but varies the values of phase boundaries. For
example, the critical value of lf =ls that separates wrinkling and
creasing instabilities reduces from 1.54 for kp ¼ 1 to 1.22 for
kp ¼ 2 and 1.14 for kp ¼ 3. In addition, we have performed a systematic set of experiments on film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 2,
by varying the film thickness, the modulus ratio of film and substrate, and the adhesion energy. From Fig. 7(a), it can be seen that
Journal of Applied Mechanics

Fig. 11 The evolution of potential energies of film-substrate
systems from wrinkling to various advanced modes of instabilities calculated by finite element models: from wrinkling to
delaminated buckling and period-doubling at kp ¼ 1 (a), from
wrinkling to delaminated buckling and folding at kp ¼ 1 (b), and
from wrinkling to delaminated buckling and localized ridge at
kp ¼ 2 (c). At sufficiently low values of C=ðls Hf Þ, the delaminated buckling can precede other advanced modes of
instabilities.

the experimental results are mostly consistent with the prediction
of the phase diagram. It is also noted that the phase diagram tends
to underestimate the critical lf =ls between wrinkling and creasing
instabilities, possibly due to defects on the film surface or thickness effect of the substrate in the experiment, which may give the
creasing instability at higher values of lf =ls than the theoretical
prediction.

5

Advanced Modes of Instabilities

After the flat state of the film-substrate system switches into an
initial mode of instability, the applied compressive strain can be
further increased. As the strain reaches another critical value, an
advanced mode of instability sets in. By dimensional arguments,
the advanced modes of instabilities are also determined by
MAY 2014, Vol. 81 / 051004-7
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calculate the critical strain ecwrinklefold using finite-element models
with imperfections on the surface of the films.
Wrinkling to the Localized Ridge. If the value of C=ðls Hf Þ is
relatively high and the prestretch in the substrate is also high (e.g.,
kp ¼ 2), the wrinkled film-substrate system will transit into
another advanced mode of instability, so-called localized ridges,
at a critical strain ecwrinkleridge as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) [29,31,35].
Compared to the sinusoidal shape of wrinkles, the ridge is relatively narrow at its upper part and relatively wide at its bottom
part (Fig. 9(b)). The formation of the localized ridge is due to high
anisotropy of the effective substrate moduli induced by the prestretch, and it reduces the amplitude of wrinkles at adjacent
regions of the ridge. As the applied compressive strain further
increases, more ridges appear in between the initial ones, leading
to a pattern of ridges as shown in Fig. 9(d). Following Cao and
Hutchinson [29], we calculate the critical strain ecwrinkleridge , using
finite-element models with imperfections.

Fig. 12 The calculated phase diagrams of advanced modes of
instabilities transited from the wrinkling instability in filmsubstrate systems with kp ¼ 1 (a) and kp ¼ 2 (b)

nondimensional parameters lf =ls , C=ðls Hf Þ, and kp . In the current study, we will focus on advanced modes of instabilities
switched from the initial mode of wrinkling instability. We will
briefly summarize the period-doubling, folding, and localizedridge instabilities theoretically analyzed by Cao and Hutchinson
[29]. Thereafter, we will discuss the transition from wrinkling to
delamination and the phase diagrams for advanced modes of
instabilities.
Wrinkling to Period-Doubling. A flat film-substrate system
with kp ¼ 1 and appropriate values of lf =ls and C=ðls Hf Þ can develop wrinkles at ecwrinkle . If the values of lf =ls and C=ðls Hf Þ are
relatively large, as the applied compressive strain increases to
another critical value ecwrinkledouble , the sinusoidal wrinkles can
transit into an advanced mode of instability, the so-called the
period-doubling instability, as show in Figs. 8(b) and 8(e)
[26,28,29,60]. The period double bifurcates from wrinkles by
varying the height of adjacent valleys, leading to a wavelength
twice of the corresponding wrinkles. Cao and Hutchinson [29]
have carried out finite-element simulation for the period-doubling
instability in film-substrate systems, and found it requires
lf =ls  10 for film-substrate systems with kp ¼ 1 to transit from
wrinkling to period-doubling instability.
Wrinkling to Folding. If lf =ls < 10 and C=ðls Hf Þ is relatively
high, the wrinkled film-substrate system with kp ¼ 1 can develop
folds at some valleys of the wrinkles, when the applied compressive
strain reaches a critical value ecwrinklefold . Thereafter, the folds
quickly initiate creases in the film under a slight increment of compression (Figs. 8(c) and 8(f)), giving coexistence of wrinkling and
creasing. Similar transition has been numerically simulated by Kang
and Huang [61] and Wu et al. [62] in swelling of bilayer hydrogels
with different properties. Following Cao and Hutchinson [29], we
051004-8 / Vol. 81, MAY 2014

Wrinkling to Delaminated Buckling. The occurrence of
advanced modes of instabilities discussed above requires relatively strong adhesion between films and substrates. On the other
hand, if the value of C=ðls Hf Þ is relatively low, the wrinkled filmsubstrate system can develop delaminated buckles at a critical
strain ecwrinklebuckle , leading to the coexistence of wrinkles and
delaminated buckles [34,63]. As shown in Figs. 8(d) and 8(g) for
kp ¼ 1 and Figs. 9(c) and 9(e) for kp ¼ 2, the delaminated buckles
reduce the amplitude of adjacent wrinkles and therefore reduce
the elastic energy of the film-substrate system.
Following a similar procedure described in Sec. 4, we calculate
the difference between potential energies of the delaminatedbuckled state and the corresponding wrinkled state with finiteelement models (Fig. 10). By solving Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain
the critical strain ecwrinklebuckle and the corresponding delaminated
length Dcwrinklebuckle (Fig. 10(b)). As expected, the critical strain
ecwrinklebuckle increases with the normalized adhesion energy
C=ðls Hf Þ (Fig. 10(c)). In addition, an energy barrier also
exists for the transition from wrinkling to delaminated buckling
instabilities (Fig. 10(b)). The delamination can initiate at defects
on the film-substrate interface and propagate throughout the
system. The normal and shear stresses on the interfaces at wrinkled state can also facilitate the system to exceed the energy
barrier [34,63].
In Fig. 11, we further plot the evolution of potential energies of
film-substrate systems from wrinkling to various advanced modes
of instabilities calculated by finite-element models. It can be seen,
at sufficiently low values of C=ðls Hf Þ, the delaminated buckling
can precede other advanced modes of instabilities.
A Phase Diagram of Advanced Modes of Instabilities Transited From Wrinkling. In Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), we provide two
phase diagrams of advanced modes of instabilities switched from
the wrinkling instability for kp ¼ 1 and kp ¼ 2, respectively. For
the unprestretched substrate (i.e., kp ¼ 1), relatively high values
of lf =ls and C=ðls Hf Þ transit the wrinkling instability into
period-doubling, high C=ðls Hf Þ but low lf =ls gives folding, and
low C=ðls Hf Þ leads to delaminated buckling. For highly prestretched substrates (i.e., kp ¼ 2), relatively high value of
C=ðls Hf Þ transit wrinkling into localized ridge, and low C=ðls Hf Þ
gives delaminated buckling. While the phase diagrams for other
values of prestretches will be explored in future studies, it is
expected that Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) are representative for filmsubstrate systems with unprestretched (or slightly prestretched)
and highly prestretched substrates, respectively.

6

Concluding Remarks

In summary, we present a joint experimental and theoretical
study on instabilities of elastic film-substrate systems under
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uniaxial compression. The experiment demonstrates both initial
modes of instabilities including wrinkling, creasing, and delaminated buckling and advanced modes of instabilities including
period-doubles, folds, localized ridges, delamination, and coexistence of instabilities. An approach based on the Maxwell stability
criterion is developed to predict the occurrence and evolution of
various modes of instabilities. We find that the moduli of the film
lf and the substrate ls , the film-substrate adhesion energy C, the
film thickness Hf , and the prestretch in the substrate kp determine
various instabilities. In particular, the occurrence of delaminated
buckling requires the film-substrate system to overcome an energy
barrier, which can be facilitated by defects on film-substrate interface. We provide a set of phase diagrams for both initial and
advanced modes of instabilities using lf =ls , C=ðls Hf Þ, and kp as
variables that characterize the film-substrate system. The phase
diagrams can be used to guide the design of film-substrate systems
to achieve desired modes of instabilities.
A number of future research directions to explore instabilities
in film-substrate systems become possible. For example, similar
phase diagrams can be constructed for advanced modes of
instabilities transited from the initial creasing [18,53,64] and
delaminated buckling [27,58,59] instabilities, and for more
complicated instabilities transited from an advanced mode
of instability. Similarly, various instabilities in film-substrate
systems under biaxial compression have also been analyzed
individually but still require a systematic understanding
[6,7,9,11,13,14,30,65–71]. Furthermore, it is expected that the
systematic understanding and phase diagrams of instabilities can
guide future design of new materials and structures for practical
applications [2,5,21,36,38,72].
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Fig. 14 The evolution of potential energies of film-substrate
systems from flat state to wrinkled state calculated by the
finite-element model as shown in the inset (a). The critical strain
for wrinkling for various modulus ratio lf =ls and prestretch kp
(b). The calculated critical strain for wrinkling in (a) matches the
prediction in (b). In the finite element calculation, the thickness
of the substrate and width of the model are much larger than
the film thickness. A small force perturbation is applied to the
film under compression to trigger the wrinkling.
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